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1. Introduction and notations 
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in large deviation principle (LDP) 
under various mixing structures (see e.g. Bryc, 1992a, b; Chiyonobu and Kusuoka, 
1988; Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993; Deuschel and Stroock, 1989). The LDP for a strong 
mixing stationary sequence (or random field) has been studied by Bryc (1992a, b) 
under strong mixing dependence assumptions on the strong dependence oefficients, 
~p + and ~_ defined below. For other elated iscussions, ee also Dembo and Zeitouni 
(1993). In the present note, we are interested in the estimate for the difference between 
the rate function for empirical measures of a strong mixing stationary sequence in 
r-topology which is generated by the integrals over bounded measurable functions 
(see e.g. Bolthausen, 1987; de Acosta, 1990; Deuschel and Stroock, 1989) and the 
relative ntropy in Sanov theorem (see e.g. Deuschel and Stroock, 1989). In Section 2, 
we give such an estimate. 
Let us now fix some notations. 
Throughout this note, let (E, ~) be a Polish space, 7/the set of integers and N is the 
set of positive integers. Let {Xk}k~ be an E-valued stationary sequence. Define 
a-algebras ~a,b a= a(Xk; a <_ k <_ b) and coefficients of dependence for k ~ E: 
+ (k) ~ sup{P(A c~ B)/(P(A)P(B)):  A ~ ~_  ~, -k +~, B ~ ~a,  ~, P(A)P(B) > 0}, 
_ (k) ~ inf{n(A c~ B)/(P(A)P(B)):  A ~ ~_  ~, -k+l ,  B ~ f f l ,~ ,  P(A)P(B) > 0}. 
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Let F be a real topological vector space. The algebraic (respectively, topological) 
dual o fF  will be denoted F a (respectively, F*). Given a function ~ :F ~ R, denote by 
• * the convex conjugate of ~, defined on Fa: 
q~*(z )&sup{(z ,~)  - ~P(~)}, z ~F  ~ 
where (z, ()  means the value of z at (. 
2. Main results and proofs 
Let Jg(E) be the space of finite variation signed measures on E, and B(E) be the 
space of bounded measurable functions on E, and for Iz e JI(E), # e B(E), let 
(p,g) = fgdp. (2.1) 
Let a(Jg(E)) be the topology induced by B(E) on J¢(E) via the bilinear form (2.1). 
We endow d¢'(E) with the a-algebra ~(Jg(E),B(E)) induced by B(E) on Jg(E) via 
(2.1). In this note, we shall always concern ourself with the a(~g(E), B(E)) topology 
relativized to ~'1 (E), often abbreviated Jgl ,  the space of probability measures on E. 
This relative topology is called the z-topology on J/¢'1 (see e.g. Bolthausen, 1987; de 
Acosta, 1990; Deuschel and Stroock, 1989). We denote by cl,  int~ the corresponding 
closure and interior operations. We shall also endow B(E) with a(B(E), JC(E)), the 
topology induced by JI(E), on B(E) via the bilinear form (2.1). 
For convenience and for the sake of completeness, we begin with a statement of 
a LDP for a stationary-dependent random sequence. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that { Xk }keZ is a stationary sequence of E-valued random variables 
such that 
lim ~,. (k) = l im ~_  (k) = 1. (2.2) 
Then the limit 
n 
o,.,.,im ,o../exp  
.~n  \ \ j=x 
exists and is finite for each g e B(E). 
Moreover, we have the following: 
(i) For all b >_ O, {oe J/¢l; cl,*(o) ~ < b} is z-compact. 
(ii) For every measurable set A ~ ~gx, 
limsup-1 logP 6xjeA < - inf ~*(o) 
,~oo n j oecl~(A) 
(2.3) 
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and 
) l im in f l l ogP  6xjeA >-  inf ¢*(v). 
n--* o0 n n j 1 - -  oeint~(A) 
Remark 1. (i) The lower bound in Theorem i follows from Dembo and Zeitouni 
(1993, Theorem 6.4.14). Eq. (2.3) follows from Bryc (1992b, Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3). The 
proofs of the upper bound and the compactness of level sets are standard (see e.g. de 
Acosta, 1990; Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993). 
(ii) Condition (2.2) is just the ,-mixing condition of Bradley (1983), which is 
actually equivalent to the usual *-mixing of Blum et al. (1963). 
(iii) Under the assumptions in Theorem 1, we also have that 
{z e(B(E))a;~*(z)< ~ } __q ~'1, whose proof is also standard (see e.g. de Acosta, 
1990; Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993). 
We now give the main results. 
Let {Xk}k~Z be a stationary sequence of E-valued random variables. 
Let p e ot/1 be the distribution of X1. For v e J / l ,  define 
fl dv H(vlp) = logfdp if v ~/ t  and f= ~-~p, 
oo otherwise. 
This quantity H(vlp) is known as the relative ntropy of v with respect o p. 
The following is the main results in this note. 
Theorem 2. Under the condition (2.2) and *+ (1) < oo, we have the following: 
(i) I f  v ~ J¢1, ~* (v) < oo , then v ~ p 
(ii) if v e ~[1, v ~ I~ and f= dv/d#, then 
max(n(vl/~) - log,+(1),0) < ~*(v) 
_< H(vlp) - log*_(1). (2.4) 
Proof. Note first that for g e B(E), 
l og , _  (1) + log fexp(g)d/~ _< #(g) 
_< log,+(1) + logfexp(g)dp. (2.5) 
(i) Given v e ~¢/1 with ~*(v) < oo, taking (2.5) into account, we have 
f odv -log fexp(g)d, -log, +(1) _< **(r) (2.6) 
for g e B(E). Suppose that F e 8 with/~(F) = 0, we apply (2.6) to g = rlr,  r > 0, and 
obtain 
rv(F) <_ ~*(v) + log,+(1). 
Since r > 0 is arbitrary, v(F) = 0, which proves (i). 
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(ii) We first observe the fact that if v ~/~ and Vo & O~ + (1 - O)v for 0 e [0, 1], then 
H(vJ/~) = limozo H(vollO, which is proved in Deuschel and Stroock (1989, p. 69). 
We next show the second inequality in (2.4). Given v e ~'~ with v ~/~, letf  = dv/dl~. 
In view of the preceding and the fact that v e .///1 --* 4~*(v) is ~-lower semicontinuous, 
we may and will assume that f>  0 for some 0 e (0, 1). By Jensen's inequality and the 
following 
(~_(1) fexp(g)dp)" < fexpj~ g(Xj))dP, 
we then have 
expln(fgdv- H( l/0 + log¢_(1)) ]  
={explf(g-logf)dv]}"(~b-(1))"<(f~dv)"(¢-(1)'" 
~ ex j , 
J 
from which we know that 4~*(v) _< H(vl/~) - logO-(1). 
Now all that remains is to show that 
H(vlp) - log~b+(1) < ~*(v). (2.7) 
In fact, (2.7) follows from (2.6) and the argument in Deuschel and Stroock (1989, 
pp. 69-70). The theorem is proved. [] 
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